Welcome...
Planning a new bedroom is more than choosing your
favourite style, you need to consider the look you are
aiming to achieve, equally as important, you need to be sure
you are creating the amount of storage space you will need
for your clothes.
When you choose and plan your furniture with Robes ‘n’ Rails
you can be confident your furniture will be planned, designed,
manufactured and fitted, whatever the shape of your room,
with your total satisfaction very much in mind.
Our designers have up to 30 years experience in the bedroom
market. Our cabinet makers hand build our furniture with
materials created using state of the art computerised
machinery to ensure accuracy and quality. Our fitters are fully
qualified, usually having served their apprenticeships within

the company’s own apprenticeship scheme, to guarantee that your
furniture is fitted to the same exacting standards as you can see in our
showrooms. Please browse through this brochure and discover some
exciting new designs along with a wealth of styles and finishes.
We can create a complete fitted bedroom, made to measure especially
for you, using a combination of sliding wardrobes and cabinet
furniture, or a complete fitted bedroom with all cabinet furniture, or
just fitted wardrobes, or just lowline furniture - you choose. Notice
the subtle use of low voltage lighting and the wide choice of designer
handles.
If you would like to see and feel the quality of our furniture, please accept my personal
invitation to call into one of our showrooms where our staff will be pleased to help you.
Alternatively, telephone for a designer to call out to see you at home to help you define
your dream bedroom.
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Lincoln’s Finest
Fitted Wardrobes
Before we create your new
furniture, we will send a
designer to your home to take
measurements, and sit with you
to discuss your requirements.
Then the designer will help you
layout your new bedroom with
wardrobes and fittings etc.
We will then send you a scaled
drawing and computer designed
picture using Auto CAD software
of your new bedroom.
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Bespoke Mirrored
Wardrobes
The greatest benefit of mirrored
wardrobes is the illusion of
scale that they create. Mirrored
wardrobes also reflect more
light around your room making
it brighter.
Mirrors are available in three
different finishes: silver, bronzetinted and grey-tinted. All will
enhance the size of your room,
brighten it up and provide you
with a full sized dressing mirror.
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Sliding Door
Wardrobes
Sliding door wardrobes are one
of the most sought after ways to
store your clothes. Custom-made:
they can be fitted anywhere in your
bedroom, under sloping ceilings,
around corners, wall to wall and
also floor to ceiling. No space
is wasted.
The versatile opening and closing
nature of sliding doors allows
easy access for your clothes.
Soft-closing devices fitted to our
doors allow them to slide softly
to a close effortlessly and silently.
Interior fitments for our sliding
door wardrobes can be designed
exactly as you need them using
shelves, drawers, shoe racks, tie
racks, trouser racks, pull down
trouser rails and interior lighting.
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Corner
Wardrobes
Here at Robes ‘n’ Rails we pride
ourselves on our ability to provide
a wardrobe solution for any
space – no matter how awkward.
Our fantastic range of corner
wardrobes are often the ideal
solution to such problems as they are
a great way of utilising all available
space. Rather than wasting space in
the corner of your room we can fit
wardrobes into or across the corner.
Thus using all of the space efficiently.
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Luxury Walk-in
Wardrobes
If you have the space to
accommodate it, a walk-in wardrobe
is the ultimate in luxury storage.
That’s because it allows you to step
into your wardrobe and see all of
your clothes and shoes laid out in
front of you. For this reason, it is
the Holy Grail of clothes storage.
Importantly, the many fantastic
features of a walk in wardrobe
supplied and fitted by us here
at Robes & Rails in Lincoln are of
benefit to both women and men.
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Wardrobe
Interiors
Robes & Rails are the specialists
in fitted bedroom furniture and,
as such, we offer a wide range of
high quality, beautifully designed
wardrobe doors.
Whether you want replacement
doors to revitalise your old
wardrobe, or new doors for
a new wardrobe installation,
our extensive selection ensures
we have something perfect
for every application.
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Under Stairs
Storage
Are you looking to increase the amount
of storage in your home? If so, it’s time
to take a closer look at the space under
your stairs. This area can often become
overlooked and a place for clutter to
build up over time. However, it’s
increasingly being used for elegant and
aﬀordable storage solutions.
At Robes & Rails, we can maximise the
potential of this challenging space with
under stair storage systems. We can
create made to measure drawers and
cupboards to store everything from
shoes and coats to documents and toys.
Under stairs storage is incredibly flexible,
with so many storage options available
to you.
Robes & Rails can install a wide range of
attractive and functional understair
storage solutions in your home. From
stylish pigeonhole shelving to sleek
cupboard doors and pull-down coat rails,
we can deliver an extensive choice of
bespoke fitted furniture. All of our
custom storage furniture is expertly
designed and manufactured to the
highest standards.
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Office
Furniture
At Robes & Rails, our specialist design
team in Lincoln can help you create
a productive home office which
delivers on practicality and style.
Whether it’s in an alcove at the side
of a chimney breast, a short wall in
a bedroom, in a dining room/lounge,
under the stairs or even on a landing,
we will utilise the available space to
create a useful work area for you.
Alternatively, you might like us to
design a complete fitted home office
with streamlined, modern furniture
to maximise the space.
We can design places for computers,
printers and scanners, along with
storage solutions for books, stationery,
files and suspension files, pens,
and pencils.
Cut out the commute and manage your
work from the comfort of your own
home - show us the space and we’ll
organise it for you.
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Fitted Children’s
Bedroom Furniture
We understand that children’s
bedrooms are some of the most
multi-functional rooms in the
house. Not only do they provide
a place to sleep and store their
belongings in, they are also often
their chosen place of play or
relaxation.
That’s why, here at Robes & Rails,
we offer a huge range of fitted
bedroom furniture, specifically
designed for children’s needs
and personalities.
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Fitted Living
Room Furniture
Our expertise and our products
aren’t just for the bedroom here
at Robes & Rails. So if you require
top quality fitted lounge furniture
or living room furniture, then don’t
look anywhere else for your fitted
storage in Lincoln.
You can rest assured that our team
are committed to helping you every
step of the way so that you find the
ideal furniture for your living room.
We will help you to consider how
many items of fitted furniture you
require and how the items will fit
in with your existing items, as well
as the function of the room.
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Fitted Furniture
Accessories
Here at Robes & Rails
we understand that it’s those
finishing touches that make
all the difference to the final look,
feel and functionality of a room.
With our wide range of furniture
accessories, from lighting and
handles, to racks and rails, we
have the pieces you need to make
the perfect room for your needs.
Additional separate full length
sliding vanity mirrors can be added
behind the sliding wardrobe doors.

Furniture Lighting

Made to Measure Headboards

Bedroom Mirrors

Shoe, Tie & Belt Racks

Bedroom Stools

Hanging Rails
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T : 01522 692 132
E : sales@robesnrails.co.uk
Unit 2, Whisby Road, Lincoln,
Lincolnshire LN6 3QT

